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Abstract
Increases in concentration across various sectors are a salient feature of industry
dynamics in the U.S. and other developed countries during the past 30 years. This
trend is particularly notable in the U.S. retail sector, which has changed over the
past three decades from one with many small local firms to one dominated by large
national firms. Existing work on concentration focuses on nationwide changes (the
national Herfindahl-Hirschman index more than doubled between 1997 and 2007).
Yet, less is known about the dynamics of concentration in local markets, and the
relationship between local and national trends. We address this issue by providing a
novel decomposition of national concentration into a local and a cross-market
component. We use new data on store-level revenue for all U.S. retailers by 20
major categories of goods to measure concentration in local markets at the product
level. Despite local concentration increasing during the last three decades (the
Herfindahl-Hirschman index increased 50 percent), we show that the rise in national
concentration is driven almost exclusively by the expansion of large firms into more
markets, with changes in local concentration having little impact on national trends.
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Introduction

In the past 30 years, U.S. retailing has become substantially more concentrated. Between
1997 and 2007, the share of sales going to the 20 largest firms increased from 18.5 percent
to 25.4 (Hortaçsu and Syverson, 2015).

During this time period, the national

Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) in retail doubled (Autor, Dorn, Katz, Patterson and
Van Reenen, 2020). These patterns appear to be part of an economy-wide trend toward
greater ownership concentration (Autor et al., 2020) and an increase in the dominance of
large, established firms (Decker, Haltiwanger, Jarmin and Miranda, 2014). There is also
evidence that increases in concentration are accompanied by steeply rising variable
markups (De Loecker, Eeckhout and Unger, 2018; Hall, 2018), which raises concerns
about rising market power and prices.
Yet, most of the currently available evidence on retail concentration relies on national
industry-based measures, although most retail markets are local, with consumers choosing
between establishments in their geographical vicinity that sell a given product. This makes
local concentration the relevant measure of the competitive environment in retail.1 This
paper assembles data on sales by product category for all U.S. retail establishments to
address this issue. With our data we are able to construct a new product-based measure of
local concentration, and assess its relation to the observed trends in national concentration.
The relation between trends in national and local concentration is not ex-ante clear.
Growth in national concentration may not imply increasing local concentration. To see
this, suppose that initially each U.S. city has a different largest store. If a national
retailer replaces the largest store in each market, without displacing any business from
the smaller stores, then national concentration would rise, while local concentration would
not. Alternatively, growth in national retailers might displace not just the largest stores
but also smaller local ones, in which case growth in national concentration would be
1

The role of non-store/online retailers (such as Amazon) presents challenges for this analysis, but it is
a recent development affecting only the most recent 10 years of data. See table 2 for more details on the
size of non-store retailers and their impact on the analysis that follows.
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accompanied by growth in local concentration. Whether the national expansion of large
retailers, such as Walmart and Target, increases local retail concentration depends on
whether they displace large, medium-sized, or small local retailers.2
To determine the relation between the trends of national concentration we develop a
novel decomposition of the national HHI into a component driven by local market
concentration and a new component that we call “cross-market” concentration, which is
driven by consumers in different markets shopping at the same firms. This decomposition
is useful for separating the contribution to national concentration of changes in local
markets from the expansion of large national retail chains (such as Walmart and Target)
that took place during the last three decades. We show that the increase in national
concentration is almost completely due to increases in the cross-market term. Implying
that there is no relation between the trends of national and local concentration.
We provide new measures of product-level local concentration, and implement our
decomposition, using new data on store-level revenue for all U.S. retailers in 20 major
categories of goods between 1982 and 2012. We combine two sources of confidential U.S.
Census Bureau microdata that cover 1982 to 2012, namely the Census of Retail Trade
and the Longitudinal Business Data. These new data allow us to measure concentration
at the local level for each product category, taking into account the role of multi-product
retailers (like general merchandisers) in each market.3 The coverage of the data makes it
possible to document the evolution of U.S. retail concentration.
Using these data we document several new facts on concentration in the retail sector.
First, we show that both the national and local HHI increase, but at different rates, with
the national HHI increasing faster than the local HHI, particularly after 1997. Second,
the decomposition of national HHI into local and cross-market concentration, shows that
the increases in national and local concentration are due to different factors. Changes in
2

References to specific firms are based on public data and do not imply the company is present in the
confidential micro data.
3
In Appendix G we document differences between industry-based and product-based measures of
concentration. These measures are conceptually different, as they have different definitions of a market.
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national concentration are driven by consumers in different markets shopping at the same
stores (cross-market concentration), not changes in local concentration. The decomposition
shows that 98 percent of the change in national concentration is explained by changes in
cross-market concentration. Third, we show that the increases in local concentration are
broad-based. Most markets and product categories feature increasing concentration. The
HHI increased in 81 percent of commuting zones accounting for 72 percent of retail sales
in 2007. The local HHI also increased in all of the major 8 product categories in retail
between 1987 and 2007. The broad increase in concentration across markets and products
imply that market power could help explain rising markups in retail markets.
The decomposition of the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index that we develop exploits a new
interpretation of the HHI as the probability that two dollars spent at random in a market
are spent in the same firm. This new interpretation allows for multiple decompositions
based on the Law of Total Probability. We focus on decomposing the national HHI into an
average of local HHIs and a cross market term that captures consumers in different markets
buying goods at the same firm. However, this approach can also be used to decompose
the HHI into the role of different geographical areas, or to bound the potential error in the
HHI based on market mispecification among other applications.
Additionally, our data allows us to improve over previous measures of retail
concentration that rely on industry-based classifications of retail markets.

These

measures do not account for the increasing importance of multi-product retailers (such as
general merchandisers and non-store retailers) that compete across various industries. For
example, Walmart is in the general merchandising sub-sector (3-digit NAICS 452) but
competes with grocery, clothing, and toy stores.4 In fact, general merchandisers account
for more than 20 percent of sales in furniture, electronics and appliances, groceries, and
clothing, showing that competition across industries is a relevant feature of retail markets.
Our main contribution is to the growing literature on concentration.
4

As is well

Walmart reports SIC code 5331 to the Security and Exchange Commission which corresponds to NAICS
452319 (Commission and Exchange (2020)).
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understood by researchers, there is an important distinction between national and local
concentration in retail, where local concentration is the relevant measure for studying
competition and market power. Thus, we contribute by providing new measurements of
concentration for local markets and relating them to the increase in national
concentration and the growing importance of multi-market firms. In line with evidence on
rising markups in the U.S. (De Loecker, Eeckhout and Unger, 2018; Hall, 2018; Baqaee
and Farhi, 2017; Edmond, Midrigan and Xu, 2018; Traina, 2018), we find an increase in
local concentration for the majority of the product markets we study.
The closest paper to ours in this respect is Rossi-Hansberg, Sarte and Trachter (2019),
which evaluates changes in concentration at both the national and local levels in multiple
sectors (e.g. manufacturing, retail, etc.). Using the U.S. National Establishment Time
Series (NETS) establishment-level data set, they find that between 1992 and 2012,
concentration at the national level increased in six major sectors, while local
concentration decreased.5

Our findings at the national level are similar to those in

Rossi-Hansberg et al. (2019). However, our results at the local level differ sharply, as we
find concentration at the local level has generally been increasing across the various
product categories in the retail sector, potentially increasing market power for large
retailers.6 There are multiple reasons for our results to differ, but a major difference is the
data source. Data in the present study are based on confidential information collected by
the Census Bureau and Internal Revenue Service. They are considered the gold standard
for measuring economic activity at the store level. These records make it clear that local
concentration in retail has been increasing, though not as much as at the national level.
More details on these differences are provided in Appendix E.
5

For the retail sector national concentration increased by five percentage points, while local level
concentration decreased by 14 percentage points. Numbers are taken from the retail sector line in Figure
1b in Rossi-Hansberg et al. (2019).
6
These results are in line with other studies that have documented that local trends in retail may differ
from local trends in other sectors. In particular, Rinz (2018) and Lipsius (2018) look at concentration
in labor markets using census micro-data, finding increasing labor market concentration in retail, but
decreasing labor market concentration overall.
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Additionally, we contribute to substantial work documenting changes in the structure
of the retail sector by showing increasing local concentration. Previous work has found
increasing national retail concentration at the industry level (Foster, Haltiwanger,
Klimek, Krizan and Ohlmacher (2015); Hortaçsu and Syverson (2015); Grullon, Larkin
and Michaely (2019); Autor et al. (2020)). We measure national and local concentration
using product-level revenue, which handles the multi-product nature of large retailers.
Our work makes it clear that national concentration does not reflect trends in local
concentration. Instead, increasing national concentration reflects consumers in different
markets shopping at the same firms. Thus, we help highlight the role of the expansion in
the number of establishments per large firms in explaining changes in the U.S. firm size
distribution (Cao, Hyatt, Mukoyama and Sager, 2019; Hsieh and Rossi-Hansberg, 2019).
These large retail firms, particularly Walmart and Target, have been shown to lead to the
closing of small stores (Jia (2008); Haltiwanger, Jarmin and Krizan (2010)), grocery
chains (Arcidiacono, Bayer, Blevins and Ellickson (2016)) and local labor markets (Basker
(2005)). Our work studies how the expansion of large firms has changed local product
markets.
More broadly, this paper contributes to the growing body of work on increased
national concentration, and its relation to the declining labor share (Autor et al., 2020),
and the declining churn and reallocation of aggregate activity to large established firms
(Decker et al., 2014). The same trend has been related to expansion of large firms thanks
to the adoption of Information and Communication Technologies, which allow firms to
operate at lower marginal costs across all the markets they serve (Hsieh and
Rossi-Hansberg, 2019), but can also lead to lower long term growth due to potentially
lower innovation as competition decreases (Aghion, Bergeaud, Boppart, Klenow and Li,
2019). In this way, these trends may reflect increased allocative efficiency but also raise
concerns about market power and rising markups (De Loecker et al., 2018). Despite a
broad consensus on increased concentration, there is little evidence on the mechanisms
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driving the change.

This paper provides a new result linking changes in local

concentration and expansion of firms across locations to national concentration. We apply
this result to new micro-data focusing on a specific sector, retail, in which the growth in
aggregate concentration has been particularly dramatic. The results make it clear that
increases in national concentration need not imply increasing local concentration, making
it important to distinguish between local and aggregate trends when assessing the effects
of concentration in the economy.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 establishes the relation between
local and national concentration and develops a decomposition of national concentration
into local and cross-market concentration. Section 3 describes the data, including how to
construct store-level sales by product. Section 4 measures national and local concentration
and establishes the main facts about their evolution since 1982. Section 5 describes how
the results vary across locations and products. The final section concludes.

2

National and Local Concentration

The increasing trend of national concentration in various sectors of the economy has been
widely documented, and has attracted the attention of the literature, in part due to the
potential impacts of concentration on competitive behavior, firm growth, declining labor
share, innovation, and other aspects of firm behavior (i.a., Autor et al., 2020; Decker et al.,
2017; Akcigit and Ates, 2019; Aghion et al., 2019; Hsieh and Rossi-Hansberg, 2019). One
major outstanding question in this literature concerns the mechanisms behind the increase
in national concentration. In particular, what is the role of local concentration in the rise
of national concentration? Consumers buy many goods and services in their local area,
making local markets relevant for competition (Rossi-Hansberg et al., 2019).
Increasing national concentration can be accompanied by increasing local concentration,
but it may also be accompanied by decreases in local concentration. In fact, not much can
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Figure 1: Effect of Increasing National Concentration on Local Concentration
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Notes: Figure shows hypothetical market structures after the entry of Walmart into markets.

be learned from the dynamics of local concentration having information only about national
trends. The simple example shown in Figure 1 makes this clear. National concentration can
increase by having firms expand across markets, without affecting the layout of individual
markets (row 2). Alternatively, the expansion of large firms can drive out competitors in
local markets, increasing national and local concentration (row 1), or can bring up more—
and likely smaller—competitors, in turn decreasing local concentration (row 3). The total
effect on national and local concentration depends on how firms in individual markets
respond.
The example in Figure 1 highlights the two mechanisms affecting national
concentration that we study in this paper. National concentration is affected by changes
in local concentration and in cross-market concentration. The first mechanism draws the
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link between changes in the layout of local markets and concentration at the national
level. As local markets become more/less concentrated so does the aggregate economy (in
a given sector).

The second mechanism links national concentration to cross-market

concentration, that is, the presence of the same firms across various markets. As firms
expand across markets they capture a larger share of national sales, in turn increasing
national concentration.

Note that, as shown in Figure 1, changes in cross-market

concentration need not be accompanied by changes in local concentration.

In what

follows we make these ideas precise by developing a new decomposition of national
concentration into local and cross-market concentration.
We measure concentration with the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI). The HHI is
one of the most common measures of concentration and its formulation will prove useful in
decomposing the mechanisms behind the changes in national concentration. We measure
concentration at the product category level throughout the paper,7 using each firm’s, i,
8
share of sales in product j at time t, sjt
i . The national HHI in a year is defined as the sum

of the product-level HHIs in each year, weighted by the share of product j’s sales in total
retail sales, stj :

t

HHI =

J
X

stj

N
X

j=1

sjt
i

2

,

(1)

i=1

while the local HHI of market m and product j in year t is is calculated as:

t
HHImj
=

N
X

sjmt
i

2

.

(2)

i=1

The formulation of the HHI is useful in understanding the connection between local
and national concentration. From (1) it is clear that the national HHI for a product j
7

Distinguishing markets by product categories is critical to determine which establishments (or firms
at the national level) are in direct competition with one-another. This is particularly relevant in the retail
sector as discussed in Section 3. Details of the definition of product categories are presented in Section 3
and in Appendix A.4.2.
8
Superscripts and subscripts are defined such that sba is the share OF a IN b.
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measures the probability that two dollars, x and y, chosen at random, are spent at the
same firm.9 This interpretation of the HHI as a probability is what allows us to capture
the separate role of local and cross-market concentration. Intuitively, the probability that
two dollars are spent in the same firm goes up if the firm has captured more of the sales
in the market(s) it is present (increase in local concentration), or if the firm is present in
more markets (cross-market concentration).
The interpretation of the HHI goes beyond providing intuition for the mechanisms
affecting national concentration. Since the index is a probability, it can be decomposed
using the law of total probability into two terms: a weighted average of local concentration
and a residual term, which we refer to as cross-market concentration. As mentioned above,
Local concentration measures the extent to which consumers in a local market shop at the
same firm, while cross-market concentration measures the degree to which consumers in
different locations shop at the same firm. The decomposition is given by:
Collocation

1 - Collocation

z
}|
{
z
}|
{
P (ix = iy ) = P (mx = my ) P (ix = iy |mx = my ) + P (mx 6= my ) P (ix = iy |mx 6= my ),
|
{z
}
|
{z
}
| {z }
National HHI

Local HHI

(3)

Cross Market HHI

where ix is the firm at which dollar x is spent and mx is the market in which dollar x is
spent, likewise for y.10
Equation (3) has three components. The first component, P (mx = my ), which we
term collocation, is the probability that two dollars are spent in the same market. The
collocation term is given by:

P (mx = my ) =

M
X

(sm )2 ,

(4)

m=1

where sm is the share of market m in national sales. The second component, P (ix = iy |mx =
9

In what follows, the j and t superscripts are dropped on all variables for convenience.
It is worthwhile noting that this is not the only decomposition that can be obtained using this method.
The particular decomposition in (3) is motivated by the question on the connection between national and
local trends in concentration. Appendix F.1 presents further details on the decomposition.
10
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my ), is an aggregate index of local concentration, with local concentration measured as in
equation (2).11 The third component, P (ix = iy |mx 6= my ), which we call cross-market
concentration, captures the probability that a dollar spent in different markets is spent at
the same firm:

P (ix = iy |mx 6= my ) =

N
X
sm sn
n
P 2
sm
i si
1
−
s
p p i=1
n6=m
{z
} | {z }

XX
m

|

Weights

(5)

Cross Market

The cross-market concentration index between two markets (say m and n) is given by the
product of the shares of the firms in each market (the probability that two dollars spent
one in each market are spent in the same firm). The pairs of markets are then weighted by
their share of sales and summed.
Of the three terms, the collocation term plays a crucial role in determining the extent
of the impact of local concentration in national measures. A low collocation term implies
that local concentration can only have a limited effect on national trends, leaving the crossmarket term as the driver of the national index. We will show later that this is in fact the
case.12
To implement the decomposition presented in equation (3) we need to measure
concentration in each local market for a given product, as well as to link the activities of
firms across markets. Doing this requires detailed data on establishment-level revenue by
product for all firms in the U.S.. In the next Section we use confidential microdata from
the U.S. Census Bureau to construct a new data set that allows us to measure local
concentration and implement the decomposition.

We find that local concentration

increases in the U.S., albeit at a slower rate than national concentration. Nevertheless,
11

In the decomposition each local market is weighted by the conditional probability that the two dollars
P
2
are spent in market m, given that they are spent in the same market: sm/(1− p s2p ). This tends to weight
larger markets more than the more usual weight sm —the share of sales (of product j) accounted by market
m (at time t). To facilitate comparison of the results with other work, we present aggregated series for
local concentration in Section 4 that use the latter weights.
12
The low value of the collocation term should come as no surprise, because the U.S. has many markets
and even the largest markets represent only a small fraction of total U.S. sales.
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the decomposition shows that national concentration is almost entirely determined by
cross-market concentration, with the increase in local concentration having a very limited
impact on the increase of national concentration. As explained above, this is due to the
low value of the collocation term in the data. Sections 4 and 5 expand on these results.

3

Data: Retailer Revenue for All U.S. Stores

This section describes the creation of new data on store-level revenue for 20 product
categories for all stores with at least one employee in the U.S. retail sector. These data
allow for the construction of detailed measures of concentration that take into account
competition between stores selling similar products in specific geographical areas.13

3.1

Data Description

This paper uses confidential U.S. Census Bureau microdata that cover 1982 to 2012. The
source of data is the Census of Retail Trade (CRT), which provides revenue by product
type for retail stores in years ending in 2 and 7. The CRT data on product-level revenue
and information on the location of each store are used to define which stores compete with
each other. Importantly, a store’s local competition will include stores in many different
industries inside the retail sector, because stores of different industries can sell similar
products. This is particularly relevant for firms in the General Merchandising sub-sector,
composed by establishments selling multiple product types. The data we create here are
uniquely equipped to deal with cross-industry competition.
The CRT is combined with the Longitudinal Business Data (LBD) to identify the
activity of stores of each firm in other sectors of the economy. This information assists in
tracking the behavior of firms with a presence in retail, in manufacturing, in wholesaling,
and other sectors of the economy.
13

We use store and establishment as synonyms.
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3.2

Sample Construction

The retail sector is defined based on the North American Industrial Classification System
(NAICS) as stores with a 2-digit NAICS code of 44 or 45. As such it includes stores that
sell final goods to consumers without performing any transformation of materials. For 1992
to 2012 we use the 8-digit industry codes (NAICS) available from the CRT as the industry
of each store. Prior to 1992 we use the 6-digit industry codes (NAICS) from Fort and
Klimek (2016).
The sample includes all stores with positive sales and valid geographic information that
appear in official Census of Retail Trade and County Business Patterns statistics.14 Table
1 shows summary statistics for our sample in each Census year. The number of stores
increases over time, while the number of firms decreases. Employment increases over time
representing about 10 percent of U.S. employment over the whole sample period.15 The
share of GDP accounted for by the retail sector was 5.6 percent in 2012, down from 6.8
percent in 1997 (Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2019).
Table 1: Sample Summary Statistics

Establishments
Firms
Sales
Employment
U.S. Employment

1982

1987

1992

1997

2002

2007

2012

89,710

100,367

107,498

121,165

129,969

136,923

132,971

Notes: Sales and employment numbers expressed in thousands. Author’s calculation from the
Census of Retail Trade data micro data and the Longitudinal Business Database (Employment). U.S.
employment comes from the March (NSA) value of all nonfarm employees (series CEU0000000001)
from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2019).

14

Additionally, we drop stores with 100 percent of sales in three product categories: automotive goods,
fuel, and non-retail goods.
15
These numbers are currently for the retail sector as a whole not our particular sample.
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3.3

Creation of Department-Level Revenue

The CRT asks establishments to provide data on revenue by product line (for example,
men’s footwear, women’s pants, diamond jewelry). Unlike in other sectors of the economy,
retail stores compete with stores in other industries. In particular, general merchandise
stores such as Walmart and Target, compete with stores in clothing, groceries, and
electronics. By 2012, general merchandisers accounted for a significant fraction of sales in
many of these departments. Table 2 shows the share of sales accounted for by general
merchandisers in selected product categories.

For example, general merchandisers

accounted for 23.7 percent of clothing sales in 2012. On top of this, the rise of non-store
retailers like Amazon, many of which are by nature multi-product firms, make the use of
strict industry definitions for markets problematic, as retailers clearly face competition
from establishments outside of their industry. Even though firms like Amazon are only
relevant at the end of our sample, Table 2 shows that establishments in sectors outside of
the product’s main sub-sector can account for a substantial share of the product’s sales.
Thus, revenue by product line is important when looking at competition in the retail
sector. The product line codes are aggregated into 20 departments such that stores in
industries outside of general merchandise and non-store retailers sell primarily in one
department. For instance, stores in sub-sector 448 (clothing and clothing accessory stores)
primarily report sales in products such as women’s dress pants, men’s suits, and footwear,
which are grouped into a clothing department. Table A.4.2 lists these departments.
Aggregating data in this allows for accurately imputing revenue by department for
stores that do not report product line data. The CRT only asks for detailed product
lines from a sample of small stores. For the remainder, store-level revenue estimates are
constructed from administrative data, without revenue by product line. This affects stores
that account for 20 percent of sales. For these stores, the distribution of their sales across
departments are imputed using characteristics of the store, such as industry and multi-unit
status. Details of this procedure are provided in Appendix A.4.
14

Table 2: Share of Product Line Sales by Establishment Subsector (2012)

Main Subsector

GM

Other

96.6
39.0
30.8
58.7
62.0
40.0
53.4

1.0
21.4
23.8
5.6
20.1
19.3
23.7

2.4
39.6
45.4
35.7
17.9
40.7
32.9

Automotive (441)
Furniture (442)
Electronics (443)
Home and Garden (444)
Groceries (445)
Health (446)
Clothing (448)

Notes: Author’s calculation from the Census of Retail Trade for
2012.

4

Changes in Retail Concentration

This section exploits the detailed micro data described in Section 3 to decompose national
concentration in the U.S. retail sector into local and cross-market concentration using the
identity developed in equation (3).

In doing so, we calculate a new measure of

concentration that accounts for the local nature of competition in retail and the rise of
general merchandisers that compete with stores across multiple subsectors. This new
measure has a distinct advantage in that it measures concentration at the product
category level, rather than the industry level. We show that local concentration has
increased, although not as much as national concentration. Moreover, the decomposition
reveals that national concentration is largely independent of local trends, with 98 percent
of the growth in national concentration accounted by increasing cross-market
concentration (consumers shopping at the same firms across markets).
Figure 2 plots national concentration in the U.S. retail sector as measured by the HHI
defined in equation (1). Between 1982 and 1997 national concentration was low, although
it gradually increased over the period. In contrast, between 1997 and 2007, concentration
grew at a faster pace, more than doubling from 0.02 to 0.055. These results are consistent
with previous work documenting increasing national industry-level concentration in sales

15

and employment across sectors, including retail.16

National HHI
.03
.04

.05

.06

Figure 2: National Concentration

.01

.02

National HHI

1982

1987

1992

1997
Year

2002

2007

Notes: The data are from the CRT micro data set. Weighted averages of national HHI in eight major
departments were computed.

Striking as it is, the increase in national concentration shows only part of the changes
undergone by the retail sector during the past decades. Figure 2 alone does not provide
information on the mechanisms underlying the change in national concentration.

In

particular, it does not account for what has happened to local retail markets.

To

determine the evolution of local concentration and its relation to national concentration
we exploit the data constructed in Section 3 and implement the decomposition described
in Section 2.
Figure 3 plots the level of national and local concentration between 1982 and 2007.
Local concentration increases whether markets are defined by zip codes, counties, or
16

See Rossi-Hansberg, Sarte and Trachter (2019); Autor, Dorn, Katz, Patterson and Van Reenen (2020);
Foster, Haltiwanger, Klimek, Krizan and Ohlmacher (2015); Basker, Klimek and Hoang Van (2012).
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Figure 3: National and Local Concentration
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Notes: The data are from the CRT micro data set. The eight main departments are weighted by sales
share. The local HHI is aggregated using each market’s share of national sales.

commuting zones, and are sustained throughout the sample period, with the exception of
the mid 1990’s.17 Contrary to the national concentration index, local concentration did
not accelerate its increase in the period after 1997. These results imply that if market
power has been increasing, the increases are much more modest than those implied by
national data.18
The picture that emerges from the data in the present study differs from the findings
of Rossi-Hansberg, Sarte and Trachter (2019) (RST), who find that local retail
concentration has been steadily falling since 1992. Our results differ for multiple reasons.
17

These results are consistent with studies on labor market concentration that find increasing
concentration in retail, but decreasing concentration overall (Rinz, 2018; Lipsius, 2018).
18
Local concentration may be correlated with market power, but local concentration measured by revenue
can increase in response to large firms lowering their prices. Thus, the increases in local concentration may
not imply decreases in welfare.
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First, a different data set is used.19

Second, different definitions of which stores are

retailers are employed. RST use Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes while this
paper uses NAICS.20 Finally, the aggregate index of local HHI is calculated differently.
RST report the average change in the local HHI, weighting by the end-of-period
sales/employment of each market, while we report the change in the average local HHI,
weighting markets in each year according to that year’s sales. This distinction matters
because as markets become bigger, they also tend to become less concentrated. This
mechanically gives more weight to markets where concentration is decreasing. In fact,
when we repeat our exercise using end-of-period weights we find small decreases in local
concentration when measured at the industry or product level. We choose current period
weights in order to be able to decompose national concentration as described in section 2.
More details on differences between our studies are in appendix E.
Having measured local concentration for each market and product category it is now
possible to measure the relation between local and national concentration. We do this by
means of the decomposition in equation (3), which breaks national concentration into
local and cross-market concentration.

The first result is the limited effect of local

concentration on national concentration.

The contribution of local concentration to

national concentration is weighted by the collocation term—the probability that two
dollars spent in the U.S. are spent in the same market. Because the share of any given
market in total U.S. retail sales is small (given the number of markets in the U.S.), the
collocation term is quite small. This probability is less than 2 percent for all departments
and all years, and has barely changed over time. As a result, a 10 percentage point
increase in the local HHI will directly increase the national HHI by less than 0.2
percentage points.21 Moreover, the collocation term shows that in the extreme case where
every market had only one firm, implying the local HHI is one, the national HHI would
19

RST use U.S. NETS data.
The primary difference between SIC and NAICS is that SIC includes restaurants in retail.
21
Increasing local concentration could also increases cross market concentration if the firms gaining
market share are in multiple markets.
20
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be less than two percent if each firm was only in one market.
The second result is the major role of cross-market concentration in shaping the national
concentration index, this comes as the flip-side of the limited role of local concentration.
National concentration has increased because consumers in different locations are shopping
at the same (large) firms, in fact, 98 percent of the change in national concentration reported
in Figure 2 is accounted for by changes in cross-market concentration. The probability that
two dollars spent in the same product category are spent at the same firm in two different
markets increased from around 2 percent to 5.5 percent in just 10 years (from 1997 to
2007). Put another way, product-level concentration increased from the level implied by
100 equal-sized firms to the number implied by 20 equal-sized firms. On the other hand,
the probability two dollars spent in the same market are spent at the same firm increased
from 7.8 percent to 11.7 percent, an increase of 50 percent.22
The Department of Justice merger guidelines consider a market to be highly
concentrated if the HHI exceeds 0.25 and moderately concentrated if the HHI exceeds
0.15 (Department of Justice and Federal Trade Commision, 2010). We find that the
average retail market is just below the threshold for moderate concentration when
markets are defined as a commuting zone. Markets measured by zip codes and counties
are highly and moderately concentrated, respectively. We find similar results using the
share of the top four firms in each product category. Table 3 shows that in 1987 the top
four firms in a commuting zone accounted for 4.4 percent of all sales in a department. By
1997 this share increased by 3.5 percentage points to 7.9 percent of sales. In the next 10
years the share of the top four firms grew by 7.2 percentage points to 15.1 percent.
These results show how markets have changed on average, but they miss large changes
in the underlying distribution of concentration at the local level. The next section focuses
on exactly those changes.
22

Unless otherwise stated local concentration numbers refer to markets defined as commuting zones.
Commuting zones are such that the majority of individuals work and live inside the same one. It seems
likely that if individuals live and work in a commuting zone they do the majority of their shopping in that
region.
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Table 3: Average Top 4 Firm Share by Year

Commuting Zone HHI
County HHI
Zip HHI

1982

1987

1992

1997

2002

2007

2.67
3.27
5.18

4.44
5.30
8.29

5.85
6.92
10.29

7.91 11.47 15.05
9.26 12.96 16.69
14.16 18.71 23.22

Notes: The data are from the CRT micro data set. Numbers are 100
multiplied by a sales-weighted average of the total market share of the four
largest firms in each market.

5

Variation in Local Concentration

This section delves deeper into the changes in local concentration experienced by markets
in the U.S. during the last decades. As mentioned above, local concentration has risen on
average since 1982, yet this general trend provides little information for how the change in
concentration is distributed across markets. Using our detailed data on revenue by product
for U.S. establishments we show that the increases in concentration were broad based across
both products and locations.

5.1

Changes in Concentration Across Locations

The increases in concentration have been very broad-based. Over 72 percent of dollars
spent in 2007 are spent in markets which have increased concentration since 1992. Figure
4 shows the distribution of changes in concentration between 1997 and 2007. In just 10
years 52 percent of markets had increases in concentration over 5 percentage points and
32 percent of dollars were spent in markets with an increase of at least this size. These
changes are significant. One criterion used by the Department of Justice to determine when
to challenge mergers is whether the local HHI will increase by 2 percentage points, if the
market is already highly concentrated (HHI over 25 percent).
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Figure 4: Changes in Concentration Across Markets
(a) Unweighted
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Notes: The data are from the CRT micro data set. Left panel shows the fraction of markets, commuting
zone/product category pairs, with changes in concentration of a given size. The right panel weights markets
by value of sales in the department.

5.2

Changes in Concentration Across Products

Both national and local concentration increases were broad-based across products. Figure
5 shows that local concentration increased for all of the eight major product categories
between 1987 and 2007.23 Figure 6 shows that national concentration also increased for
all product categories. These increases were significant for many products. The local
HHI in “Home Goods” increased from 0.068 to 0.109, “Groceries” increased from 0.093 to
0.147, and “Sporting Goods” increased from 0.068 to 0.196. The Department of Justice
considers challenging horizontal mergers that increase the local HHI by more than 0.01,
only “Clothing” experienced an increase smaller than this threshold (Department of Justice
and Federal Trade Commision, 2010).
There is significant variation across products in terms of the level of all measures of
concentration. In 1987, the average level of the local HHI was relatively low, only Toys was
above 0.1. By 2007, six of the eight categories had an average local HHI above 0.1. Levels
of national concentration are lower than those of local concentration, but the increases in
23
These 8 categories account for about 82 percent of sales throughout the entire time period. “Other
retail goods” is the only additional category with significant share. We have not released results for the
remaining categories because of their small size.
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national concentration are even larger. In 1987, the national HHI in each of the product
categories was essentially zero with the exception of “Toys.” In the next 20 years many
of the national HHI’s grew more than four-fold as national retailers became the dominant
source of these product categories.24
Figure 5: Local Concentration Across Product Categories

Notes: The data are from the CRT micro data set. Numbers are the local HHI for various product
categories weighted by market size.

Figure 6 also makes clear the tight link between national and cross-market
concentration indexes. Both measures of concentration show the same patterns, and differ
only slightly on the level of concentration. The small differences between national and
cross-market concentration are due to changes in local concentration. However, these
changes are weighted by the collocation term of equation (3), which is remarkably small
and constant across products and time (see Appendix H, Figure H.1). Despite large
24
“Clothing” is an interesting exception. Throughout the sample period most clothing sales are by
national retailers, but there are many national retailers leading to low levels of concentration.

22

changes in the makeup of retail as a whole, and variation across the changes experienced
in different product markets, the contribution of local concentration to national trends
has remained limited.

23

Figure 6: National and Cross-Market Concentration Across Product Categories
(a) National Concentration

(b) Cross-Market Concentration

Notes: The data are from the CRT micro data set. Numbers are the national and cross-product HHI for
various product categories weighted by market size.

24
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Conclusion

Despite the attention given to the rise of national concentration in the U.S., less is known
about the dynamics of local concentration, and the relationship between observed
national trends and the behavior of local markets. Knowing the state and dynamics of
local concentration is of particular importance in the retail sector due to the local nature
of most retail markets during most of the last three decades. This paper helps to shed
light on these issues by contributing in two related fronts. First, we develop analytical
tools that relate local and national concentration.

Our tools allow us to decompose

national concentration measures into a local component (national concentration rises as
local markets become more concentrated), and a cross-market component (national
concentration rises as the same firms are present in more markets, increasing their
national market share).

Second, we construct new data from confidential Census

micro-data that allow us to measure concentration at a granular level. With this data we
can define a market as a pair of a geographical location (e.g. a commuting zone), and a
product. This data not only leads to new measures of product-based local concentration,
but, in combination with the decomposition we propose, it also gives a clear picture of the
mechanisms behind the increase in national concentration in the retail sector.
We show that local concentration has a limited effect on national concentration
measures, even though concentration increases broadly across locations and products since
the 1980’s. Instead, it is cross-market concentration what explains most of the increase in
national concentration observed since 1982. That is, national concentration is driven by
consumers in different markets (locations) shopping at the same firms, highlighting the
role of large multi-market retailers in explaining the dynamics of the retail market.
The unique data we construct also overcomes a drawback of previous measures of
concentration, namely, the reliance in industry-based measures. By exploiting information
on product-line sales we can define markets based on products. This makes it possible to
capture competition across industries, a salient feature of retail markets due to the rise of
25

general merchandise stores.

This type of competition is ignored by industry-based

measures, which cannot account for the competition faced by clothing or grocery stores,
coming from general merchandisers.

We show that this conceptual difference in the

definition of markets (by industry or by product) lead to very different levels of
concentration, with product-based measures being between a third and half of industry
based measures, at both the national and the local level. However, all measures have
similar upward trends, with national measures increasing by five- to six-fold and local
measures roughly doubling.
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A

Preliminaries

A.1

Preliminary Data

There are multiple datasets required for this project. We divide the required data into two
groups based on whether they require access to internal census servers.
The data required from the economic census are described in table A.1
Table A.1: Census Sources of Data

Name
Census of Retail Trade
Census of Wholesalers
Longitudinal Business Database
Fork-Klimek NAICS Codes
Annual Retail Trade Survey

Abbreviation

Years

CRT
CWH
LBD
FK
ARTS

1982-2012
1982-2012
1976-2012
1982-2012
1999-2012

Notes: All data are available only in Federal Statistical Research
Data Centers (https://www.census.gov/fsrdc). Abbreviation is
the abbreviation used for each data set in the text.

The data required from other sources are described in table A.2. These data come from
multiple sources and use particular variables. The tables contains the name of the script
in the replication files that downloads the relevant data dn prepares them for use.
Table A.2: Other Sources of Data

Name

Abbreviation

Years

Creation Script

CPI
MXP

1982-2012
1992-2012
N/A
N/A

cpi.sh

BLS Consumer Price Index
BLS Import Price Index
Product Lines Crosswalk
HS codes to Product Lines
County to MSA and Commuting Zone

Notes: All data are available from public sources with URLs indicated in the creation script.
Abbreviation is the abbreviation used for each data set in the text.
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A.2

Creation of Product Lines Crosswalks

The products line crosswalks are created by collecting information on which product line
codes appeared on retail forms in each year. Then, codes which appear in only some years
are identified and combined to create a time-consistent set of codes. Once these codes are
created they are mapped to one of 20 product categories which are listed in table A.4.2
Table A.3: List of Product Categories

Product Category
Automotive Goods
Clothing
Electronics and Appliances
Furniture
Services
Other Retail Goods
Groceries
Health Products
Fuel
Sporting Goods
Toys
Home & Garden
Paper Products
Jewelry
Luggage
Optical Goods
Non-retail Goods
Books

Main

Corresponding Industry

N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N

441
448
443
442
N/A
N/A
445
446
447
451
451
444
453210
423940
448320
446130
N/A
451211

Example Firm
Ford Dealer
Old Navy
Best Buy
Ikea

Trader Joe’s
CVS
Shell Gasoline
Dick’s Sporting Goods
Toys ”R” Us
Home Depot
Jared
Samsonite
Lenscrafters
Borders

Notes: Author created list of product categories. Main indicates that a product category is included
in concentration calculations. Firm names for illustrative purposes only and do not imply that firm
is in the analytical sample.

A.3

Pulling the Census Data

This section describes how the various data are merged and how samples are constructed.
We begin by describing which observations are initially selected from each data source.
Then, we describe how they are combined and what criteria are used for the analytical
34

sample. In each section header the program used to accomplish the task is listed.

A.3.1

LBD - 01m-pullLBD.sas

The LBD is a yearly, establishment-level data set that contains information on employment
(March 17?), payroll, firm identifier, and industry code.
We include all observations such that the establishment:
1. is included in official LBD tabulations.
2. has non-missing county information.
3. is located in the continental United States.

A.3.2

CRT Base Files - 02m-pullCRT.sas

The CRT is an establishment-level dataset collected every 5 years. It contains information
on establishment-level sales, including sales by product line. It contains each store’s LBD
number which lets it be linked to the LBD.
We include all observations such that the establishment:
1. has a new NAICS code in the retail sector. (Some establishments are reclassified
out of the retail sector based on their responses to census questionnaires, but those
establishments are still in the retail files.)
2. is included in official CRT tabulations.
We do not include any establishments from other Census files, even if they are assigned to
the retail sector.

A.3.3

CRT Lines - 03m-pullCRTLines.sas

We include all observations with valid flags as suggested by the internal Census memo
available in the documentation folder of the CRT. We calculate sales by product line using
total sales of the establishment and the line percentage variable. Investigation into the
35

sales by line variable indicated that an establishment’s sales by product line often summed
to more than its reported sales, indicating the line percentage variable is higher quality.

A.4

Cleaning and Aggregating Product Lines Data

The Census collects data on establishment-level sales in a number of categories of goods.
An example form is provided in figure A.1. Many establishments have missing product line
sales either due to them not responding to questions or because they do not receive a form.25
In total reported product lines, data account for about 80 percent of sales. We develop an
algorithm to impute data for missing establishments. This involves aggregating product
line codes to the point that the industry of an establishment and the establishment’s answer
to the kind of business question is highly informative about their sales. For example, we
aggregate lines for women’s clothes, men’s clothes, children’s clothes, and footwear into a
product category called clothing. We establish 20 product categories detailed in table A.4.2.
Of these 20 product categories, 8 of them account for over 80 percent of sales of stores in my
sample. The other 12 product categories are specialty categories that account for a small
fraction of aggregate sales and are sold primarily by establishments in one specific industry.
For example, glasses are sold almost exclusively by establishments in 446130 (optical goods
stores). We create these categories so that establishments that sell these products are not
included in concentration measures for the 8 main departments.

A.4.1

Aggregating Product Lines

The first step of cleaning the data is to aggregate reported broad and detailed product
line codes into departments. Some codes reported by retailers do not correspond to valid
product line codes. We allocate those sales to a miscellaneous department. The Census
analyzes reported product line codes to check for issues and flags observations as usable
if they pass this check. We include only observations that are usable. we then map these
25

Establishments of large firms are always mailed a form, but small firms are sampled.
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Figure A.1: Sample Product Lines Form

codes to departments. We use the reported percentage of total sales accounted for by each
product line instead of the dollar value because the dollar value is often missing. Typically
an establishment either reports product line data for 100 percent of its sales or does not
report any data. For the small number of establishments that report product lines data
summing to a number other than 100 percent we rescale the percentages so that they sum
to one.26 After this procedure, we have sales by department for all establishments that
reported lines data.
26

This procedure has a minimal effect on aggregate retail sales in each department.
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A.4.2

Imputing Missing Data

For the remaining establishments we impute data using the NAICS 8 industry of the
establishment (where available), reported sales of other establishments of the same firm in
the same industry, and reported activity of the same establishment in other census
years.27 Most establishments are assigned a distribution of sales across product categories
that matches the mean of establishments in the same industry that report sales.
We find that this procedure predicts sales accurately for most establishments, but a
small number of stores in each industry report selling very different things than all other
stores in that industry. In these cases, the prediction misses by a lot.
Using this aggregation method, establishments overwhelmingly only have significant
sales in two departments which increases confidence in the imputation. Additionally, we
have compared the aggregate sales in my data to the Consumer Expenditure Survey which
is an independent program, and they are in line with the numbers from that source.28
Where relevant all sales are deflated using consumer price indexes. We use the food
deflator for Groceries, Clothing and Apparel deflator for Clothing and the deflator for all
goods excluding food and fuel for all other categories.

A.4.3

Assessing the Quality of Imputed Data

What do I plan to do?

A.5

Merging the Data Sources and Final Sample

We combine the LBD and CRT data sets using the LBD number and include establishments
in our final sample only if they appear in both data sets. Establishments are tracked over
time using the LBD number and firms are tracked over time using the firm identifier.
27

Reported product line sales are very similar across establishments of the same firm and the same
establishment over time.
28
Retail sales include some sales to companies so it is expected that retail sales in a department to exceed
consumer spending on that department.
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B

Analysis

This section explains the source of each number in all tables and how the numbers are
constructed. It also provides additional robustness checks not in the main text. Unless
otherwise noted the sample used in each table is the one described in section A.5.
Throughout we use the same subscript conventions as in the text.
• k - firm
• j - product category
• m, n, r - market
• t - year
A share, sab , is read as the share of a in b.

B.1

National and Local Concentration

This section describes how we create our baseline results. The main results are created
using Stata-03m-calcConcentration.do. This program creates all combinations of markets
and determines which firms they have in common and what the market share of these firms
is. This creates the local HHI or cross-market HHI for any two pairs of markets. These
data are read by Stata-04m-concentrationTables.do to create the following tables.
In the tables the national HHI is calculated as
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In table B.1 we present each of these terms using the eight main product categories.
Because we are averaging across product categories the components do not sum to exactly
the national HHI to the extent that the collocation term differs across products. Thus in
table B.2 we do an exact decomposition of the national HHI into two components. The
first depends on the collocation term and the local HHI and the second depends on the
collocation term and the cross market HHI. The exact components in the table are
z
}|
{ z
}|
{
P (ix = iy ) = P (mx = my )P (ix = iy |mx = my ) + P (mx 6= my )P (ix = iy |mx 6= my ) .
| {z }
Local HHI term
Cross Market term
National HHI

We present these results by product category in section B.4 and further decompose
results into entry and exit margins in section B.6.
To emphasize the differences in growth rates between national and local concentration
we present the series in table B.1 with the 1982 values normalized to 100. This allows us
to present the growth rates for each series, making it clear that national concentration has
grown much more quickly than local concentration. The results are presented in table B.3.
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Table B.1: Components of National Concentration

1982

1987

1992

1997

2002

2007

2012

National HHI
Collocation
Local HHI - decomp
Cross HHI - decomp
Local HHI
Cross HHI
Notes: Results using the eight main product categories on primary analytic
sample. Product category results aggregated using the revenue share of each
product category in a year. Local markets defined as commuting zones. “Local
HHI - decomp” is the local HHI aggregated using the weighting described in
equation B.3. “Local HHI” is the local HHI aggregated using the weighting
described in equation B.4.

Table B.2: Decomposition of National Concentration

1982

1987

1992

1997

2002

2007

2012

National HHI
Local HHI term
Cross HHI term
Notes: Results using the eight main product categories on primary analytic
sample. Local HHI term is the product of equation B.2 and equation B.3
for each product category, weighted by the share of each product category
in national sales in a year.

The above results showed local markets defined as commuting zones. Below we recreate
the tables for zip codes (Table B.4), counties (Table B.5), and CBSAs (Table B.6).29

B.2

Online Sales - XXXX

Measuring the impact of online sales on local retail concentration presents a number of data
issues. The CRT data present information on sales by establishments in NAICS 454 (Non29

The CBSA results differ slightly because all stores are not in a CBSA. Thus, the sample for the CBSA
results is a subset of the primary sample.
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Table B.3: Index of National Concentration

1982

1987

1992

1997

2002

2007

2012

National HHI
Collocation
Local HHI - decomp
Cross HHI - decomp
Local HHI
Cross HHI
Notes: Results using the eight main product categories on primary analytical
sample. 1982 values normalized to 100.

Table B.4: Components of National Concentration - Zip Code

1982

1987

1992

1997

2002

2007

2012

National HHI
Collocation
Local HHI - decomp
Cross HHI - decomp
Local HHI
Cross HHI
Notes: Results using the eight main product categories on primary analytical
sample. Local markets defined as zip codes.

store retailers) which encompasses online sales. The key challenge comes from identifying
which markets online retailers can sell in and where their sales are actually going.30
In this section, we provide estimates of the impact of online selling on local concentration
under the assumption that all online sales are distributed proportionally across markets of
different sizes. Given this assumption one can obtain bounds of the effect of online sales
on local concentration by considering three scenarios. First, we assign all online sales to
the largest firm in each market. This provides an upper bound of the effect of online sales
in increasing concentration. This assumption can be somewhat loose because the largest
30

Recent iterations of the CRT have asked establishments outside of 454 about their sales through ecommerce. We assume e-commerce sales by establishments outside of 454 are sent to the local market in
which the establishment resides.
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Table B.5: Components of National Concentration - County

1982

1987

1992

1997

2002

2007

2012

National HHI
Collocation
Local HHI - decomp
Cross HHI - decomp
Local HHI
Cross HHI
Notes: Results using the eight main product categories on primary analytical
sample. Local markets defined as counties.

Table B.6: Components of National Concentration - CBSA

1982

1987

1992

1997

2002

2007

2012

National HHI
Collocation
Local HHI - decomp
Cross HHI - decomp
Local HHI
Cross HHI
Notes: Results using the eight main product categories on primary analytical
sample. Local markets defined as CBSAs.

firm in a market may not report any online sales. Second, we assume all online sales are
accounted for by one non-store firm. This assumption is meant to capture the effect on
concentration if Amazon accounted for all online sales.31 Finally, we assume sales a divided
among many small retail firms and thus online sales can only lower local concentration.
The results of these assumptions are presented in figure B.1.
The first thing that becomes clear is that online sales are too small prior to X to have
a large effect on concentration. After X they can have a larger impact, potentially even
reversing the trend of increasing concentration. Table B.8 presents evidence on the fraction
31

Hortaçsu and Syverson (2015) argue that online sales are divided among many small firms and thus
this approximation should overestimate concentration.
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Figure B.1: Potential Effects on Online Sales

Figures/online.pdf

Notes: The data are from the CRT micro data set. Lines indicate local concentration with online sales
excluded and local concentration under the three assumptions stated in the text.

Table B.7: Potential Effects of Online Sales

1982

1987

1992

1997

2002

2007

2012

National HHI
National HHI with online
Local HHI
Local HHI - All is largest
Local HHI - All is Amazon
Local HHI - Atomistic
Notes: Results come from CRT microdata. National HHI with online includes
establishments in 454 that sell in at least one non-automotive product category.

of product categories that are accounted for by online sales and compares them to estimates
using public data from Hortaçsu and Syverson (2015).

B.3

Distribution Across Locations - XXXX

Our results on the distribution of changes answer two questions. What does the distribution
of changes in concentration look like and are changes in local concentration correlated with
observable characteristics? We present a series of results to answer these questions.
First, we show the distribution of changes in local concentration in figure B.2. The
figure plots the fraction of markets (location and product categories) that experienced a
change in concentration of a given size between 1992 and 2012.
Now we divide locations based on size, calculated using population in 2010. We show
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Table B.8: Importance of Online Sales by Product Line - 2012

CRT

HS

Clothing
Furniture
Groceries
Electronics
Health
Toys
Sporting Goods
Home and Garden
Notes: CRT column is the authors’
estimate of the fraction of sales
in the product category accounted
for by establishments in 454.
HS column is the estimate from
Hortaçsu and Syverson (2015).

both the average level of local concentration for markets in a given quintile of the location
size distribution and the change in concentration between 1992 and 2002/2012, as well as
the standard deviations for all numbers.
FIGURE OR TABLE - HOW SHOULD IT BE PRESENTED? NEED TO THINK
ABOUT WHEN TO INCLUDE 1982
These results make it clear that larger markets have lower levels of concentration and
smaller changes in concentration.
The final result we present is a decomposition of concentration for large and small
markets. We calculate both cross and local concentration for markets in the bottom quintile
(small markets) and top quintile (large markets).

B.4

Distribution Across Products - XXXX

This section shows the changes in both national and local concentration for the eight largest
product categories. We show the
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Figure B.2: Distribution of Changes in Concentration
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(b) Markets Weighted by Size

Notes: The data are from the CRT micro data set.

Table B.9: Components of Large Market Concentration

1982

1987

1992

1997

2002

2007

2012

National HHI
Collocation
Local HHI - decomp
Cross HHI - decomp
Local HHI
Cross HHI
Notes: Results using the eight main product categories on primary analytical
sample. Local markets defined as commuting zones.

B.5

Multi-Product Firms - XXXX

To show the importance of multi-product firms we calculate the

B.6

Entry vs. Continuers - XXXX

B.7

Comparison to Industry-Based Measures - XXXX

B.8

Other Measures of Concentration - XXXX
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>0.3

Table B.10: Components of Small Market Concentration

1982

1987

1992

1997

2002

2007

2012

National HHI
Collocation
Local HHI - decomp
Cross HHI - decomp
Local HHI
Cross HHI
Notes: Results using the eight main product categories on primary analytical
sample. Local markets defined as commuting zones.

C

Causes

D

Consequences
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E

Comparison to Rossi-Hansberg, Sarte & Trachter
(2019)

This section compares our results to those in Rossi-Hansberg, Sarte and Trachter (2019),
and explains the factors contributing to the differences between our papers. In what follows
we will refer to Rossi-Hansberg et al. (2019) as RST. RST calculate changes in the HHI for
all sectors of the economy for 1990 to 2014. Unlike us, they find a reduction in the local
HHI for the retail sector during the time period they analyse.32
There are three key differences between this paper and RST that each partially
explain the opposite results regarding local concentration. First, we use different data
sources. This paper uses confidential data from the Census of Retail Trade (CRT) and
the Longitudinal Business Database (LBD), while RST use the National Establishment
Time Series (NETS). Second, our definitions of product markets differ. This paper defines
markets by product based on NAICS-6 classification of establishments, while RST define
markets by industry based on SIC-8 or SIC-4 classification of establishments. Third, we
differ in the methodology used to aggregate markets. This paper aggregates market level
concentration using contemporaneous weights, we report the change in this (aggregate)
index of local concentration, while RST aggregates the change in market level
concentration using end-of-period weights, they report this (aggregate) change.
We argue that the CRT is likely to provide better data for the study of concentration
in local markets, and we show that changing from NETS to CRT data alone explains a
third of the discrepancy in the change of local concentration (while controlling for market
definition and aggregation methodology). Another third of the difference in estimates is
explained by the definition of product markets (by changing detailed SIC-8 industries to
more aggregated SIC-4 industries). The proper definition of a product market (SIC-8,
SIC-4, NAICS-6, product category) can depend on the question being asked. We argue in
32
RST present results for many sectors of the economy. In what follows we discuss only their results in
the retail sector. However, our discussion of aggregation methods is relevant for all sectors.
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Section 3.3 that product categories are the proper way to study retail markets. The final
third of the difference in estimates is explained by the aggregation methodology. We argue
that the method used by RST is biased towards finding decreasing local concentration. We
show that their method could find evidence of decreasing concentration in a time series,
even when concentration is not changing in the cross-section. This occurs when markets
become less concentrated as they grow. Below we expand upon these differences and their
implications for the measurement of local concentration.

Data sources The baseline results in RST are based on the National Establishment Time
Series (NETS), a data-product from Walls and Associates. The data contain information
on industry, employment, and sales by establishments. These data have been shown to
match county level employment counts relatively closely (Barnatchez et al., 2017), but the
performance of the NETS data in matching sales numbers is unknown. The results in this
paper are based on the Census of Retail Trade (CRT), a data set assembled and maintained
by the U.S. Census Bureau covering the universe of retail establishments.
Both the NETS data and the CRT use the establishment’s reported industry and sales
when available. Both sources have some degree of imputation for establishments that do
not report. However, the CRT is often able to impute using administrative records from the
IRS.33 Beyond this, the two data sets differ in other two relevant aspects. First, the CRT
contains sales by product category for the majority of sales, while the NETS contains only
industry. This makes it possible for us to define markets by product categories, accounting
for cross-industry competition by general merchandisers (see Section 3.3). Second, the
NETS includes non-employer establishments, while the CRT does not. Official estimates
are that non-employer establishments account for about 2 percent of retail sales in 2012
(Economy-Wide Key Statistics: 2012 Economic Census of the United States).34 On the
33

Response to the CRT is required by law. Single-unit establishments are randomly sampled for sales in
the CRT while the non-sampled units have their sales imputed. See dominic-smith.com/data/CRT/crt_
sample.html for more details.
34
https://factfinder.census.gov/faces/tableservices/jsf/pages/productview.xhtml?pid=
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whole, there is significant reason to believe that the CRT is provides a more accurate picture
of activity in the retail sector.

Definition of product markets We adopt a different definition than RST for what
constitutes a product market. Each definition of product market has its own pros and
cons, and researchers may chose one over the other depending on the specific context. We
define markets by a combination of a geographical location and a product category which
we construct using the detailed data on sales provided by the CRT, along with the (NAICS6) industry classification of establishments (see Section 3.3). As we mentioned above, doing
this treats multi-product retailers as separate firms, ignoring economies of scope, in favor
of putting all sales in a product category in the same market. In contrast, RST define
markets by the industry of the establishment, using both SIC-8 and SIC-4 codes. Some
examples of SIC-8 codes are: Department Stores, discount (53119901); Eggs and poultry
(54999902); Thai Restaurants (58120115).35
SIC-8 codes may be overly detailed for retail product markets, to the point that many
retailers will sell multiple types of goods. For example, calculating concentration in Eggs
and poultry (54999902) would miss the fact that many eggs and poultry are sold by Chain
Grocery Stores (54119904) and Discount Department Stores (53119901). This suggests
that aggregating to less detailed codes may provide a better definition of product markets.
To that end, RST present results for SIC-4 codes. When concentration is calculated using
SIC-4 codes the decrease in local concentration is much smaller, a 8 percentage point fall
instead of a 17 percentage point decrease.36
Incidentally, the SIC-4 codes are quite similar to the NAICS-6 codes available in the
ECN_2012_US_00A1&prodType=table
35
NETS allows for 914 retail SIC-8 codes. A full list is available at https://www.dnb.com/content/dam/
english/dnb-solutions/sales-and-marketing/sic_8_digit_codes.xls. RST indicate that many
SIC8 codes are rarely used (data appendix), but without access to the NETS data we cannot assess
the relative significance of each code for economic activity.
36
The change from SIC-8 to SIC-4 has little effect on concentration outside of retail (RST Data
Appendix). Numbers read off graphs for the change in retail sector concentration for zip codes between
1990 and 2012.
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CRT, with the exception that restaurants are included in the SIC definition of retail, but
not in NAICS.37 This makes the concentration measures based on each classification more
closely comparable. Yet, even in this setting (NETS SIC-4 vs. CRT NAICS-6) there are
still significant differences between our studies. We will go back to this comparison when
we discuss Figure E.2 and Table E.1 below.

Aggregation methodology The final difference comes from how we aggregate the
market level changes in concentration into an aggregate index of local concentration. We
compute the local HHI index by first computing the HHI for each pair of market (m) and
product category (j). Then we aggregate across markets weighting each market-product
HHI by the market’s share of the product’s national sales, this provides a measure of the
average local HHI for each product. Finally we aggregate across products, weighting by
the product’s share of national retail sales, to obtain an average local HHI. This is done
for each period (t), and we report the time series for this index. The average local HHI is
then given by:

HHIt =

X
j

stj

X

sjt
m ·HHImjt ,

where HHImjt =

m

X

smjt
i

2

.

(E.1)

i

| {z } | {z }

P roducts M arkets

RST use a different methodology. Instead of computing concentration in the crosssection, they calculate the change in concentration between t and some initial period, and
aggregate these changes weighting by the period t share of employment of each industry
(j) in total retail employment. Their index for the change in concentration is given by:38

∆HHItRT =

X

stjm ∆HHIjmt ,

(E.2)

jm
37
In the results in the main text we exclude automotive dealers, gas stations, and non-store retailers
because of concerns related to ownership data and defining which markets they serve (see section 3 for
further discussion). This has little impact on the estimates for local concentration.
38
Equation E.2 is taken from RST, with notation adjusted to match the notation in this paper.
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where stjm is the sales share of industry j and market m in the country at time t.39 While
∆HHIjmt is the change in the revenue-based HHI in industry j and market m between the
base period and time t.
The key difference between the methodologies is that RST do not account for the size
of a market in the initial period. This is shown in equation E.3, which subtracts the two
measures of concentration from each other. After canceling terms the difference between
the two measures is

∆HHI − ∆HHI

RST

=

t
X
jm

(stjm − s0jm ) ·HHImj0 .
{z
}
|

(E.3)

∆stjm

RST will weight markets that increase in size over time by more in the initial period,
while those that decrease will be weighted less relative to our measure. As markets grow
they become less concentrated on average which results in RST weighting markets that
were initially concentrated but grew (becoming less concentrated), more than markets that
were initially unconcentrated, but shrank (becoming more concentrated).
Figure E.1 shows this methodology can find decreasing concentration in a time series,
even when concentration is not changing in the cross section. Consider three firms (A, B
and C) that operate in two markets. All firms have the same size. In the first period (t − 1)
firms A and B operate in market 1, and firm C operates in market 2. Consequently, the HHI
is 0.5 and 1 for each market respectively, and the aggregate (cross-sectional) HHI is 2/3. In
period t market 1 shrinks and market 2 grows, with firm B changing markets. This change
does not affect the cross-sectional distribution of local (market specific) concentration, but
it does imply an increase in concentration in market 1 and a decrease in market 2. Despite
there being no changes in the cross-sectional HHI, the methodology used by RST would



Note that RST weight markets by their employment share etjm , instead of their sales share smjt
.
i
However, their data appendix shows that this has no effect on the results.
39
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report a decrease in local concentration (∆HHI = −1/6), driven by the decrease in HHI of
market 2 (which happens to be the largest market in period t).
Figure E.1: Example of RST Methodology
Period t-1

Period t

Market 1 - HHI=1/2

Market 1 - HHI=1.0

Firm A
∆HHI = 1/2
Firm A
Firm B

Market 2 - HHI=1/2

Market 2 - HHI=1.0

Firm B
∆HHI = −1/2
Firm C
Firm C

Cross-Section HHI=2/3

Cross-Section HHI=2/3

RST Weighted ∆HHI=-1/6
Notes: Figure shows how market and cross-sectional concentration indices are computed under our
methodology and that of Rossi-Hansberg et al. (2019). The economy has two markets and three firms.
Firms are of the same size. Markets change size from period t − 1 to period t, but the cross-sectional
distribution of markets and concentration does not change. The weighting methodology used by RossiHansberg et al. (2019) puts more weight on Market 2, which increases size between t − 1 and t and has a
reduction in concentration. The result is a decrease in aggregate concentration when changes are measured
according to this methodology.
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0

.08

Figure E.2: RST Comparison

CRT NAICS6 CHG AVERAGE: 0.083

CRT NAICS6: -0.014

-.15

RST SIC4: -0.08

RST SIC8: -0.17

Notes: Figure shows various estimates for the change in local HHI between 1992 and 2007. The estimates
vary according to the data source, industry definition, and aggregation methodology. Lowest estimate
corresponds to Rossi-Hansberg et al. (2019) estimate using SIC-8 industries. Next estimate corresponds
to using SIC-4 industries. Next estimate corresponds to using CRT data and NAICS-6 industries. Next
estimate computes indices under our aggregation methodology instead of that of Rossi-Hansberg et al.
(2019).

Quantifying differences Figure E.2 quantifies the role of each of the differences
highlighted above for the change in local concentration between 1992 and 2012.40 To
make the comparison clear we define markets by industry throughout the exercise.41
Overall, Figure E.2 shows that the difference in the estimated change of local HHI is
explained in roughly equal parts by the three differences highlighted above: data source
(CRT vs NETS), industry definition (NAICS-6 vs SIC-8), and aggregation methodology.
We discuss each step in more detail below.
The lowest estimate for the change in local concentration (a decrease of 0.17 points in
40

RST use 1990 as the base year instead of 1992. This is unlikely to matter as RST find small changes
in concentration between 1990 and 1992.
41
To be precise, we define a market either by an SIC-8, an SIC-4, or a NAICS-6 industry in a given
location. Our preferred definition of markets by product categories implies a change in the level of the HHI
that makes the comparison with the results in RST less transparent.
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local HHI) corresponds to RST’s baseline estimate using NETS data and SIC-8 for
industry classification. Once industries are aggregated to the SIC-4 level (to improve
comparability across establishments) the estimate increases by 9 percentage points, still
implying a reduction of 8 percentage points in the local HHI. The next estimate
reproduces RST’s methodology using microdata from the Census of Retail Trade.
Changing from NETS to CRT data implies a further increase in the estimate of 6.6
percentage points, with the overall change suggesting a minor decease of local HHI of 1.4
percentage points.42 Next we change the weighting methodology to ours (as explained
above).

Doing so increases the estimated change of local concentration again (by 9

percentage points), implying an overall increase of local HHI of 8.3 percentage points.
Table E.1 provides a more detailed account of the different estimates presented in Figure
E.2, and also includes estimates of changes in local concentration for intermediate census
years (1997, 2002, and 2007). In the first section, national concentration, we compare the
numbers in RST (Figure 1b) to numbers calculated for three different samples. NAICSbased measures calculate concentration separately for all 6-digit industries in NAICS. Select
NAICS calculates concentration for all 6-digit NAICS excluding auto dealers and auto-parts
stores (441), gasoline stations (447), and non-store retailers (454). Finally, product-based
measures calculate concentration for the eight major product categories defined in Section
5. In all four cases, national concentration is increasing significantly. Despite differences
in the initial levels of concentration (column 1) the national HHI increases by two to three
times in all cases.43
The second portion of table E.1 compares concentration measured at the zip code level
using RST’s weighting methodology as described above. Using their methodology we find
evidence for slight decreases in local concentration. RST find local concentration falls by
17 percentage points, but we find it falls by less than two percentage points.
42

Part of this difference could be explained in theory by the inclusion of restaurants in SIC-4, however,
the industry by industry results in RST figure 7 suggest that this is not the case because they find diverging
trends in most retail industries.
43
The level of concentration is not provided in RST.
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The final part of table E.1 compares concentration measured at the zip code level
using our aggregation method. This aggregation method finds significant increases in local
concentration across both samples. That is, the average dollar in 2012 is spent in a more
concentrated market than the average dollar in 1992.
Finally, Table E.2 reports changes in local concentration varying the data source, sample
and methodology of aggregation. The results provide a more detailed account of the changes
already discussed in Figure E.2..
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Table E.1: Comparison of Concentration to RST

National Concentration
Level
1992
RST
N/A
NAICS-based 0.029
Select NAICS 0.046
Product-based 0.015

1997
0.020
0.017
0.034
0.006

Change from 1992
2002
2007
2012
0.030 0.050
0.056 0.076 0.087
0.097 0.136 0.149
0.027 0.040 N/A

Zip Code Concentration - End-of-Period Weights
Level
RST
N/A
NAICS-based 0.507
Select NAICS 0.552
Product-based N/A

Change from 1992
-0.070 -0.100 -0.140 -0.017
0.024 -0.018 -0.019 -0.014
-0.021 -0.018 -0.015 -0.016
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Zip Code Concentration - Current Period Weights
Level
RST
N/A
NAICS-based 0.507
Select NAICS 0.552
Product-based 0.321

Change from 1992
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.022 0.057 0.072 0.083
0.026 0.067 0.083 0.083
-0.015 0.020 0.033 N/A

Notes: Comparison of concentration numbers calculated using
the Census of Retail Trade to Rossi-Hansberg et al. (2019).
Numbers from RST taken from retail series in Figure 1b.
1992 column contains the level of concentration, which is
not available in RST. NAICS-based measures concentration
calculated including all NAICS industries. Select NAICS drops
subsectors 441, 447, and 454. Product-based measures calculate
concentration for the eight major product categories. Retail
in RST is defined using SIC codes which includes restaurants.
Product-based measures with RST’s methodology have not been
disclosed.
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Table E.2: Comparison of our results to RST

1997
RST SIC-8
RST SIC-4
CRT NAICS-6
CRT Product Category
CRT NAICS-6 Change Average
CRT NAICS-6 Sales Weight
CRT No Auto, Gas, Non-store
Results in paper
Notes:
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2002

2007

2012

F

Proofs

F.1

Concentration Decomposition

This section provides additional details on the concentration decomposition.
The decomposition starts from the probability that two dollars are spent at the same
firm which can be divided into three components.

P (ix = iy ) = P (ix = iy |mx = my )P (mx = my ) + P (ix = iy |mx 6= my )P (mx 6= my )

The local concentration term can be decomposed into a component due to the average
number of firms in each market and a term due to the inequality of shares across firms
within a market.

Local HHI
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The cross market term is defined as

P (ix = iy |mx 6= my ) =

XX
k

P (mx = k, my = j|mx 6= my ) P (ix = iy |mx = k, my = j)

j6=k

P (mx = k, my = j|mx 6= my ) =

sk sj
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j6=k
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G

Issues with Industry-Based Measures

A central contribution of this paper is the creation of store-level sales by product category
for all U.S. retail stores. This allows us to define competition based on products rather
than industry-based measures. Industries, either NAICS or SIC codes, are regularly used
to define markets. This approach is often necessitated by data availability and in many
sectors is likely to be a good approximation (e.g. manufacturing).
This is not the case in the retail sector. The retail sector has one set of industries,
general merchandise stores (NAICS 452), that compete with stores in many industries.
By construction these industries are composed by establishment that sell many types of
products. Thus, industry-based measures ignore the competition faced by stores selling a
given product, coming from general merchandise stores. The measures we developed in
Section 4 overcome this shortcoming.
Table G.1 presents industry-based and product-based concentration measures. There
are two industry-based measures, the first one (NAICS-based) calculates concentration
separately for all 6-digit industries in NAICS, while the second one (Selcect NAICS)
calculates concentration for all 6-digit NAICS excluding auto dealers and auto-parts
stores (441), gasoline stations (447), and non-store retailers (454). The product-based
measure calculates concentration for the eight major product categories discussed in
Section 5. As discussed above, each measure captures different concepts, as they define a
market in a different way. These differences are more than just conceptual. The level of
the different measures gives a different picture of how concentrated markets are.
Product-based measures are about a third of the Select NAICS measure and half of the
NAICS-based measure with all industries.44

Despite their differences all measures of

concentration exhibit similar dynamics, with national concentration measures increasing
five- to six-fold since 1982, and local concentration measures roughly doubling.
44

The differences in level across concentration measures cross the different thresholds for concentration
establish by the Justice Department.
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Table G.1: Industry-Based and Product-Based Concentration Measures

National Concentration
1982 1987 1992 1997 2002 2007
NAICS-based 0.019 0.029 0.029 0.046 0.085 0.105
Select NAICS 0.030 0.043 0.046 0.080 0.143 0.182
Product-based 0.010 0.012 0.015 0.021 0.041 0.055

2012
0.116
0.195

Local Concentration - Commuting zone
1982 1987 1992 1997 2002 2007 2012
NAICS-based 0.120 0.143 0.143 0.160 0.203 0.226 0.246
Select NAICS 0.155 0.184 0.191 0.222 0.279 0.313 0.326
Product-based 0.059 0.071 0.086 0.078 0.102 0.117
Notes: All concentration mesures correspond to average Herfindahl-Hirschman
indeces. NAICS-based measures are calculated including all NAICS industries.
Select NAICS drops subsectors 441, 447, and 454. Product-based measures
calculate concentration for eight major product categories. Product-based
measures for commuting zones in 2012 have not been disclosed.
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Additional Tables and Figures
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Figure H.1: Collocation Term Product Categories

Notes: The data are from the CRT micro data set. Numbers are the collocation term weighting the
contribution of local HHI in the national concentration index. Results reported for various product
categories weighted by market size.
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